
The Lonely Date (Pursuit of Love #1.5) By K.C. Carmine The lovely debbie mcgee What happened
with Brian to end his soccer dreams of playing professionally? E’s unrequited love? Brian’s bi
awakening? Of course they do get their HEA but you have to read The Blindfold Date to find out
exactly how they got there. Lonely achievement After reading about E and Brian’s romance *hint
*hint - it is tumultuous in The Blindfold Date Carmine has given us something that most other
authors do not! A chance to see their ‘origin’ story which endears them to us even more deeply.
Lovely dating app There are so many areas of this series to highlight: MM romance between a
neurodivergent nerd and a sensitive “Maybe not 100% straight after all” college footballer looking to
go professional; family drama/trauma; friends with some dominant bear qualities; and an underlying
need of each of these characters to initially fit in but with experience they come to the
understanding that love means acceptance. Book The Lonely date night The Lonely Date is
absolutely bittersweet as we see behind-the-scenes experiences that neither E or Brian do and
although we can be pleased with their future it is quite hard to have the spotlight placed upon their
younger limited engagement. Book The Lonely datetime Think back on your youth and you will
likely remember painful times spent learning about yourself but be pleased that those growing pains
are well-worth the struggles we put ourselves through<3. Book The Lonely date 5 Stars*Please
note that there is a flashback of a previous attempt by an MC to take his own life a conversation of a
past assault on the other MC and the illness of a parent*We had The Flower Arrangement and then
The Blindfold Date. Lonely day system of a down lyrics We’re shown what happens to Brian to
permanently end his football (soccer) dreams the first hints of E’s Dom side peeking out and how
Rob’s training had him in physical contact with Brian long before E ever was. Book The Lonely
dateline It was satisfying to have the gaps filled in and see how E was before meeting him in The
Blindfold Date and how Brian discovers that he might not be as straight as he thought he was.
Lovely dating app Going back to E and Brian was like welcoming home a friend after a long
absence and while I’m sorry to see them go again I’m happy knowing how they got to where they are
today from their early days of notebooks & football pitches irritating contacts & busted knees and
silicone collections & torn shower curtains. The Lonely Date pdf {site_link} FREE stories
{site_link} author page {site_link} Twitter {site_link} Instagram {site_link} TikTok {site_link}
BookBub {site_link} StoryGraph {site_link} Facebook group {site_link} Sign up for newsletter
{site_link} Carrd {site_link} Link to free Christmas story 2021 K. Lovely dating app {site_link}
FREE stories {site_link} author page {site_link} Twitter {site_link} Instagram {site_link} TikTok
{site_link} BookBub {site_link} StoryGraph {site_link} Facebook group {site_link} Sign up for
newsletter {site_link} Carrd {site_link} Link to free Christmas story 2021 {site_link} an alternate
cover edition can be found here An 18k prequel story to the Blindfold Date where we get to meet
Brian and Ernesto at a pivotal moment 12 years earlier as students at the same university. The
Lonely Date fictional 5)This is a super interesting prequel that examines Brian and Ernesto as
individuals while they were in college at a time that becomes pivotal to who they become and their
story later in life. Lovely dating app 5) ARC provided in exchange for an honest reviewOverall
OpinionThis is the prequel to The Blindfold Date and whilst I have yet to read the Blindfold Date I
really enjoyed getting to know Brian and Ernesto (E). Book The Lonely date I absolutely adored
this raw bittersweet story the author has woven and I cannot wait to read the next chapter in their
lives! Read if you like:❣️ M/M Romance❣️ Bi-Awakening❣️ Jock/Nerd❣️ First Times❣️ S*x Toys The Lonely
Date (Pursuit of Love #1. Lonely day system of a down lyrics This is a short fast-paced awesomely
written story about the two mc’s separately we get a deeper look into their lives and into the
fantasies of their minds *wink*I love how the author plays with the sequence of this series this story
is a step to the next one where we can meet E and Brian twelve years later where they will have
their hea! The Lonely Date (Pursuit of Love #1. Lonely day system of a down lyrics 5) This
prequel to the author’s novel “The Blindfold Date” can be read equally as an introduction to the
novel or as a way for people who have already read “The Blindfold Date” to explore the early years
of the two main characters from that book. The Lonely Date epub reader Both are just starting to
explore their romantic urges - Brian addressing the bisexuality he can no longer suppress and E



struggling to find a way to express himself sexually that gels with his neurodiversity.5) Really
enjoyed this prequel great bulid up to the blindfold date. The Lonely Date fiction definition Once
I started I couldn't put it down� The Lonely Date (Pursuit of Love #1: The Lonely Date fiction
meaning 5) Fun Read!!The Lonely Date is a precursor novella to The Blindfold Date. Lonely day
system of a down lyrics I had actually read The Blindfold Date first and was excited to see how
author K. Book The Lonely datetime This was pretty fun! Their lives were so intersecting without
their even realizing it: The Lonely Date pdf reader I loved reading how E grew into himself and
realized what he needed to be happy. Book The Lonely dateline I was sad to see Brian relive his
painful memories and yet happy to see him put them in the past and make the break from them,
Lonely achievement They can be just about anyone you meet at any given time: Book The Lonely
date And now I have to put everything on hold to go reread The Blindfold Date again: The Lonely
Date book Carmine is a Polish born writer.

The Lonely Date ebookers
KC Carmine establishes herself as the MM Queen of solo sex: Book The Lonely date Seldom have I
read such vivid and well-crafted scenes with only one person in the room: Book The Lonely date
night Another sweet addition to this author’s expanding portfolio and well worth a read. Lonely
achievement This is the prequel to The Blindfold Date and can be read before or after, Book The
Lonely datetime It’s a short but great look into what Brian and Ernesto were like in University.
Book The Lonely date duration 5)

.

Book The Lonely date calculator
Fab prequel I loved this prequel to The Blindfold Date: The Lonely Date pdf reader Set years
before it shows pivotal moments in E and Brian's lives. Book The Lonely date Their stories run
parallel to each other only briefly intersecting but there's still some steam in there: The Lonely
Date kindle cloud Carmine’s The Blindfold Date (It is AMAZING) and part of the Pursuit of Love
series. Lonely achievement knew what we were missing and we’ve been rewarded with Pursuit of
Love 1. PDF The Lonely date The Lonely Date takes place 12 years before The Blindfold Date:
Book The Lonely date I received this book as an Advanced Reader Copy and as always currently
living in England, Lovely dating app She loves writing about people falling in love with a focus on
characters and their journey to HEA, Lovely dating app As a member of the queer community it is
important to her that her writing reflects the diversity of voices around her. Book The Lonely date
calculator While she is a lover of romance she also enjoys horror paranormal and mystery stories:
Lonely achievement When she’s not writing she likes travelling playing the guitar video games and
reading, EBook The Lonely dateline She loves writing about people falling in love with a focus on
characters and their journey to HEA: The Lonely Date pdfescape As a member of the queer



community it is important to her that her writing reflects the diversity of voices around her, Book
The Lonely date calculator While she is a lover of romance she also enjoys horror paranormal and
mystery stories: The lonely death of george bell When she’s not writing she likes travelling
playing the guitar video games and reading, The lonely dead april henry The Lonely Date can be
read as a standalone but the HEA happens in the novel where the two men meet again on a blind
date, The Lonely Date fiction vs Years of dedication and hard work have brought that goal within
arm’s reach but now he’s facing a new battle—with his sexuality he can no longer repress. Book
The Lonely date calculator Coming out—or even experimenting—would endanger his prospective
career: The Lonely Date book After a devastating accident Brian finds himself being led through
doors he was reluctant to open before: The Lonely Date pdf24 As a gay geek on the spectrum his
love life has consisted of a series of haphazard and unrewarding anonymous encounters. Book The
Lonely date duration After a hopeless crush on a fellow student E faces a tough decision: step out
of his comfort zone and reach for what he wants or face a life alone. Book The Lonely dateline
5This short novella can be read as a standalone if you haven’t read the novel, Lonely day system of
a down lyrics And while they attend the same college at the same time they only have peripheral
knowledge of each other. Lonely achievement It’s more of a character study of two people trying to
understand themselves trying to find a path in life and discovering themselves sexually, The Lonely
Date booker It is said that this can be read before or after The Blindfold Date which is absolutely
true but I’m still not sure what I would recommend: The Lonely Date kindle books I think I would
lean towards reading it first but then I appreciate the linear aspect of that: The lonely dead april
henry genre Either way these two are super interesting and I have no doubt you’ll enjoy both books
regardless, The Lonely Date booking We got a glimpse into who they were at college; a nerd who
is introduced to BSDM and a not-so-straight-after-all football player, The Lonely Date booker
Although their paths cross we get to know them as indiviual people rather than the couple they
become in the next book: Book The Lonely date A story I didn’t know I needed until I did read it,
Book The Lonely date E is good at fantasizing it’s all he’ll ever have interacting in real life is kind
of hard for him. PDF The Lonely date duration With his eyes closed and his fingers in certain
places he can imagine Brian the attractive football player being with him. Lonely day system of a
down lyrics There is no Brian in his life the guy doesn’t even acknowledge him: Book The Lonely
date For the second time Brain's body refuses to work with him this time his knee, Kindle The
Lonely datetime His girlfriend is glad to have a way out when he offered: The Lonely Date kindle
paperwhite He got all the time to think and concludes he might not be straight. The Lonely Date
booklet We meet Brian and Ernesto (“E”) at a pivotal point in their lives as university students.
EBook The Lonely date night At its heart it’s a tale of unrequited love and an exploration of new
beginnings: EPub The Lonely dateline Readers can be assured that these men will find their happy
ending in the companion novel, Lonely achievement The author has a knack for creating appealing
relatable and three-dimensional characters: Lonely achievement Her books fit comfortably into the
MM genre yet she manages to explore sexual dynamics with a unique authenticity which I for one
appreciate wholeheartedly[1]

My review is unpaid and honest.The Lonely DateK.C. Carmine The Lonely Date (Pursuit of Love #1.
Nice seeing what E and Brain were like before. C. Carmine was going to write the novella. These two
guys have my heart. They are sweet and lovable. � The Lonely Date (Pursuit of Love #1.5) K. C. The
Lonely Date (Pursuit of Love #1.5) This is another fantastic book by the author. I was provided with
an arc for a honest review. The Lonely Date (Pursuit of Love #1. The Lonely Date (Pursuit of Love
#1.5) The Lonely Date is the prequel to K. C. ����� The Lonely Date (Pursuit of Love #1.5) 4. We
were missing something but we weren’t sure what. K.C.5. C. Carmine is a Polish born writer
currently living in England. Brian has always dreamt of a professional football career. E has always
struggled with intimacy. A Geek/Jock novella from Pursuit of Love series. Book 1. Angst + steam.
The MCs HEA happens in The Blindfold Date. The Lonely Date (Pursuit of Love #1. The Lonely Date
(Pursuit of Love #1.5) This is the prequel to The Blindfold Date. No football career for him in the



future. Case in point: with The Lonely Date.


